THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
Snare Drum Part

Compose a snare drum part to *The Star Spangled Banner*.

Compose your own snare drum part to match your interpretation. However, it must include a drum roll at the beginning before the whole orchestra enters.

Your snare drum part must be completed using music notation software (Finale, Sibelius, etc.) and use proper page-layout (equal margins, title, composer and arranger’s names, legible ink, even spacing of measures, etc.).

Helpful reminders:

- include the tempo, dynamics, articulations as they should appear in an *instrumental score*
- you may use either a 5-line or a 1-line staff, but format it properly for a non-pitched percussion instrument.
- Keep it reasonable! Be reasonable to your classmate who will be performing your drum part.
- Make sure that the measure numbers on your snare drum part align with the measure numbers in the score.

**Print and bring TWO copies of your snare drum part on the due date:** one for the percussionist in our class and the other for Dr. Stoffel